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Urban mining: from waste to resources

CRMs in waste lithium-ion batteries and
Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment
There are tens of individual materials
present in the cell anodes, cathodes,
electrolytes and separators such as
Li, Co, graphite

Besides base metals, WEEE contains
economically significant levels of
precious, critical metals and REEs
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Recycling rates for a selection of materials,
including 5 battery raw materials

Although recycling activities are relatively wellestablished in the EU, especially for some metals,
the supply of secondary materials is not sufficient
to meet the EU current demand.
Increasing the circularity of raw materials is one of
the ways in which the EU can become more
resilient in its raw materials supply chains.
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CRM recovery from EoL products:
current state and future perspectives
LIBs recycling companies worldwide
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CRM recovery from EoL products:
current state and future perspectives
An all-component integrated strategy aimed at the valorization of the whole waste
is missing:
o LIBs recycling processes are mainly focused of Co, Ni and Cu recovery; less focus
on anode materials (graphite) and on the electrolyte
o WEEE officially reported as collected generally has a high recycling rate,
especially for bulk and precious metals. In contrast, losses of several materials as
CRMs (REEs, In, Ga, Mg, Si, etc.) are very high even in proper WEEE recycling
channels

CRM recovery from EoL products:
current state and future perspectives
In order to be more sustainable, a recycling chain needs to be oriented to the valorization
of the whole waste, according to the principles of Circular Economy:

Product-centric approach
The heterogeneity of these “complex matrices” require the use of selective techniques for
the separation and purification of the substances they contain.
From this perspective, hydrometallurgical techniques can be considered an effective tool
for the separation and selective purification of different chemical species in different
concentration.

CRM recovery from EoL products:
current state and future perspectives
Hydrometallurgy advantages
o High selectivity → high purity of the final
products
o Efficient recovery of low metal content
streams
o Room temperature operating conditions:
✓ reduced energy consumption
✓ reduced emissions
o Flexibility and modularity

Hydrometallurgy drawbacks
o production of liquid wastes and sludge
o slow leaching kinetics
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